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Abstract
The objective of this article is to evaluate the Gezi Park incident which started on 28 May 2013 and continued until
the end of June in terms of crisis management. The reasons why a civil opposition act that started against the
decision taken by the government regarding the environment transformed into a serious crisis due to an
unmanageable process by the government will be questioned. The reasons for the incident and why it could not be
prevented will be evaluated from the perspective of crisis management. Problem areas focusing especially on crisis
communication during the crisis management process, the effect of messages given by the administrators along
with the use of disproportionate force in deepening the crisis along with the lessons learned from the crisis will be
evaluated. The most important factors that transformed the events starting with representation problem into a crisis
have been communication problems and the disproportionate force used on the protesters. Turkey should develop a
proactive approach in crisis management and should develop permanent solutions to solve the communication
problem. The study is important since this was the first time that an environmentalist action transformed into a
social movement causing a serious crisis in a country like Turkey.
Keywords: crisis management, crisis communication, disproportionate force, participation, representation problem.

1. Introduction
Turkey has reached a stability regarding growth and
inflation during the past decade and the national income
has increased from about three thousand to more than
ten thousand dollars. Along with development targets,
assertive projects are also brought to the agenda and
serious structural reforms are made. In accordance with
the EU inclusion targets, studies regarding public
administration reform particularly localization and
participation in the decision making processes have
become current issues. In this process, it is expected that
in parallel to economic development and structural
reform, democratic governance will be used more
effectively in decision making processes. On the other
hand, there are still serious issues regarding inclusive
participation which is one of the basic principles of
democratic governance. Especially, mechanisms
required to ensure the participation of the public to
decision making processes regarding environment have
not yet been fully formed1,2.
Gezi Park is a public park located in the center of
Istanbul near the Taksim Square which is one of the
important symbols of the Republic. Actually there were
a military barracks in the park area during the Ottoman
rule. The barracks was demolished in 1940 and the Gezi
Park of today was built3. A decision was taken by the
Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality Council in 2011 and
it was decided to rebuild the military barracks in
accordance with its original4. However, as the park
which is one of the rare green areas in the center of
Istanbul was opened to structuring, the intended use of
the military barracks became a topic of discussion. The

fact that the central government had stated many times
that the barracks could be used as a shopping mall or a
residence resulted in the increase of the reaction by nongovernmental
organizations
related
with
the
environment5,6.
The perception and management method of the
government regarding the Gezi Park incident which
started as an “ecological civil opposition movement”
became an important topic of discussion7. Especially the
disproportionate force used on the activists during the
first days of the protests along with the problems
experienced by the government in managing the process
resulted in the spreading of the protests to all corners of
the country. The violence of violence prone groups that
blended in with the activists along with the
disproportionate force inflicted by the police combined
to transform the incident into an unmanageable crisis8.
The Gezi Park events started on 28 May 2013 and
continued until the end of June. The after effects of the
events continued in July as well. During the events,
protest rallies were made in 79 of the total of 81 cities in
Turkey and about two and a half million people
participated in these protests. Over five thousand people
were taken into custody during the events, five people
died one of which was a police officer and about four
thousand people got injured. The resulting financial
harm on public and privately owned goods was about
100 Million $9.
The objective of this study is to evaluate the Gezi
Park events in terms of crisis management. Answers
will be sought regarding how a civil opposition
movement that started against a governmental decision
transformed into a social movement and became a
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serious crisis as a result of a process that was
unmanageable by the government. The study also aims
to examine the reasons why the crisis could not be
managed by the government. The fact that an
environmental movement due to a representation
problem has for the first time caused a crisis of this
magnitude in the region where Turkey is located in
makes this study important.
In the first section, the restructuring process of crisis
management in Turkey will be evaluated with its
problem areas. In the second section, the reasons for the
Gezi Park crisis will be evaluated along with the
problem areas regarding public participation in
environment related decision making processes.
Whereas in the third section the management of the
Gezi Park crisis and problems of management will be
evaluated in the light of the lessons taken out of the
crisis.
2. Crisis Management in Turkey
Crisis management in Turkey was executed by four
different institutions in Turkey prior to 2009. Due to the
problems that this scattered structuring in crisis
management caused in establishing coordination
between these institutions, these four different
institutions were closed down with Law number 5902
issued on 29 May 2009 and the Prime Ministry Disaster
and Emergency Management Presidency was
established. Among the responsibilities of the Prime
Ministry Crisis Management Center that was closed
during this process were tasks related with prevalent
violence actions for removing basic rights and freedoms
along with the disruption of public order due to violence
events. The job definition of the Prime Ministry
Disaster and Emergency Management Presidency that
was newly established during the restructuring process
of public management was limited to natural and
technological disasters. The responsibilities of the
closed Prime Ministry Crisis Management Center
regarding social events were not defined in this new
institution10,11.
Crisis management in Turkey is centralist and
hierarchical. This may sometimes decrease the
effectiveness of the institutions working in crisis
management, causing conflicts of role and
responsibilities among the institutions. Crisis
management is carried out in a more reactive manner.
There is especially a widespread notion that the
endeavors of the rural organization of crisis
management are limited to intervention only12. Actually,
positive works are carried out during the restructuring of
the relevant management regarding these problem areas.
However, serious problems still prevail in the
strengthening of the rural organizations and the
prevention of events with a proactive approach13.

It is vital in crisis management that there be a
spokesman that can form the link between management
and public opinion while ensuring the trust of the public.
This spokesman should have been appointed by the
management to ensure consistent flow of information to
the public and to provide coordination between crisis
management and media. It is important that the
spokesman can give messages that take into account the
concerns while reassuring the public14,15. When the
sample cases are evaluated, it is observed that there are
no communication plans in the crisis management of
Turkey and this causes new problems during times of
crisis. In addition, the ineffective use of spokesmen
during times of crisis and the inability to give the right
messages at the right times may sometimes bring with it
new crises. There are no governmental units for crisis
communication within the corporate crisis management
structuring of Turkey and there are also no corporate
appointments
made
for
professional
level
spokesmanship13. In ordinary times, the speeches given
by the deputy prime minister who is the government
spokesperson or the party vice president who is also the
Justice and Development Party (AKP) spokesman is
followed closely when an explanation or opinion is
expected from the government. However, the speeches
made by these representatives may be quite different
than what is stated by the Prime Minister even in
ordinary times. Therefore, the President’s speeches are
given more importance as the voice of the management
during ordinary or extraordinary times and the opinions
of other officials are generally not enough to remove
concerns or reassure the public16,17.
It is vital that the experiences gained during times of
crisis are evaluated. The problems that occur during
crisis management should be determined, the troubles
regarding roles and responsibilities should be defined
and the data formed should be shared with all parties
related with crisis management18,19. The problem areas
of crisis management in Turkey and the management
performance are not evaluated effectively in Turkey and
similar errors are repeated in consecutive cases of crisis.
For each crisis, new reactive solutions are found to
solve the problem under the conditions of that particular
day. This result in the continuation of the failure in
crisis management and the inability to transfer the
experiences gained during crisis management to future
crisis situations13,20.
3. The Reasons of the Gezi Park Crisis
The lack of mechanisms for the declaration of
suggestions and concerns for the section of the public
who did not give any votes or who did not vote for the
ruling parties may sometimes cause new problem areas
and a representation problem. In time, this may cause a
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problem of trust to appear between the government and
the citizens resulting in concerns related with whether
the government will make decisions for the good of the
public thereby effecting respect and trust for the
administrators21,22. Systems that do not form
participatory mechanisms in government and systems
that perceive every opposition movement as a threat to
themselves will want to prevent the formation of
effective non-governmental organizations. Conflicts of
interest may arise in systems where participatory
mechanisms and non-governmental organizations are
not strong enough which in turn results in making the
oppression and fear among the public to become more
pronounced23. In this section of the study, the problem
areas in Turkey regarding the representation problem
which is the most important reason of Gezi Park events
will be handled.
Turkey is not a party to decision international
agreements such as “Aarhus”, Utrecht Protocol” and
“Espoo” which make public participation in decision
making processes more effective. The only democratic
legal tool that the public can present its opinions and
suggestions in a limited manner regarding
environmental decision making processesis the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) processes. The
EIA legislation in Turkey has been renewed four times
since it was first issued on 7 February 1993 and there
have been countless changes made on the issued
regulations. Changes were made in the new EIA
Legislation which was last issued on 17 July 2008 to
increase public participation taking into account the EU
EIA Directive. In addition, non-governmental
organizations have gone to court many times stating that
the issued EIA legislations have deviated from their aim
of protecting the environment24,25. EIA exemption
demand by the government still continues in projects
that might have serious effects on the environment in
Turkey. In addition, positive decisions might be taken
for the EIA reports for some projects despite severe
protests from the local public. The final change made in
the EIA legislation along with the reaction of the
administration against EIA decisions results in the
formation of a perception that EIA is used mostly as a
tool to convince the public instead of being a
participatory tool26,27.
It is important that the citizens are informed by the
government and that the citizens may demand to be
informed by the government in order to ensure effective
participation in decision making processes. Citizens can
participate in decision making processes more actively
and support sustainable growth when the society is
informed sufficiently regarding the projects and is given
the right to access information22,28. It cannot be stated
that a systematic briefing is given to the public in
Turkey especially for the decision making processes of

large projects. The projects may sometimes be
announced as “Mad Project” during election campaigns.
The legal regulation regarding the information demand
by the citizens is the “Right to Information Act” issued
in 24 October 2003. Even though the law openly states
that everyone has the right to obtain information, some
difficulties may arise during implementation.
Governmental organizations may sometimes refuse to
give information without any justification even though
there is an obligation stated by the law and sometimes a
negative response may be given to the information
demand by showing the 7th Article of the Law as
justification which states that the required information
demand cannot bring any additional work or research
load to the administration29,30.
It is possible to see some examples of public
consultation in Turkish Public Administration which
can be evaluated as a stage of participation in public
administration. Special Provincial Administrations and
municipalities can carry out public opinion polls and
opinion researches to determine the opinions and
thoughts of the public. This method is not used
frequently and does not have a direct impact on decision
making processes. Another application in which the
public can find opportunities for participation at local
government level is the city councils. Many
municipalities in Turkey have city councils, however
contrary to well-functioning examples all over the world,
they are used more for counseling rather than active
participation in decision making processes31.
The problem areas regarding public participation in
decision making processes related with environment in
turkey had attracted the attention of international public
before. There are infringement decisions given by the
European Court of Human Rights against Turkey due to
the fact that public opinion is not taken in accordance
with the standards during decision making processes32,33.
The European Commission has emphasized both in
2011 and 2012 “Turkey Progress Reports” that the
methods for taking public opinion regarding issues
related with environment have not been made fully
compatible and have not been carried into action34. In
May 2013, the European Parliament Greens Group
declared its environmental protection concerns
regarding the large projects in Turkey and have
criticized that some of these projects have been exempt
from EIA processes35.
As mentioned abote, the main reason for the start of
the Gezi Park events is representation problem. In
addition, there are other factors that caused this
representation problem to escalate rapidly and transform
into a social event and crisis all over the country. The
language used by the government in recent times while
carrying out their activities caused serious reaction and
concerns in a section of the society. The process that
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started when the President announced that one of their
objectives is to raise a faithful generation during the
education system change in2012 continued with the
declaration by the President that abortion is
murder36,37,38. Lastly, the name “Yavuz Sultan Selim”
selected for the 3rdBosphorusbridge the foundation of
which was laid on 29May 2013 which is mentioned in
various historical resources as “Alewi Massacrer”
resulted in harsh response especially from the Alawite
community39,40. Many statements given in 2012 and
2013 were perceived by a section of the society as
intervention to their way of life and frankly these
concerns were not sufficiently removed41. The part of
the public that was discomforted by the declarations and
messages of the President supported the Gezi Park
events. It was striking that the study carried out by
GENAR research company during the events pointed
out that 58 % of the activists declared the President as
the cause of the events while 13,7 % declared the
government as the cause42.
4. Gezi Park Crisis Management Process
The activists organized via social media and started
setting up tents in the camp and staged a sit-in on 28
May 2013 after a wall around the park was started to be
demolished and some trees were started to be cut. On
the morning of 30May 2013 at about five o’clock in the
morning, police intervened to the group that refused to
leave the park and resisted the police. The intervention
caused more protesters to come to Gezi Park and its
surroundings. On 31May 2013 the protests increased
and the disproportionate force used on the protesters
carried the events to the top in the agenda of the country
and from there the protests expanded to cover the whole
country. After this stage, the events were no longer an
“ecological civil opposition” to administrative decisions
and transformed into a multi-dimensional crisis7,43,44.
It is undoubtedly accepted by everyone that the
problem of representation during the decision making
processes regarding the environment was effective in
the starting of these events. The fact that about 35 % of
the activists stated that they did not vote before along
with the fact that among those who state to have voted
before almost all declare to have voted for opposition
parties supports the importance of representation
problem in the transformation of the events to a crisis42.
The problem areas regarding participation in decision
making processes in Turkey were frequently discussed
both nationally and internationally, however no one
expected that a participation based representation
problem could cause such a crisis45. The events might
not have escalated to a crisis of this magnitude if Turkey
had been able to solve its problem areas related with
participation. The lack of a corporate body that will

develop proactive management models and strategies
during times of crisis caused by social movements was
greatly felt during these events46,47.
Even though the problems that it caused are well
known, the inability to prevent the crisis and how the
crisis is managed are topics of discussion. The most
important problem area in crisis management is the lack
of a spokesman appointed to provide efficient
communication with the public and the inability to give
the right messages at the right time. As the events
continued, Istanbul Administrative Court adopted a
motion for the stay of execution on 31May 2013 for the
lawsuit filed against the barracks project planned for the
park. This court order was actually seen by many as a
positive development that could decrease the intensity
of the events48. Despite the positive messages given on
the same day by the government spokesperson
regarding the court order and statements meaning
excuses from the protesters for the disproportionate
intervention on the first day of the events, the President
gave messages criticizing the decision given by the
court. From then on, the public opinion started to take
into consideration the declarations of only the President
among the statements made by the relevant
administrations. The information or messages given by
other administrators were not sufficient in reassuring49.
The President preferred to make statements during the
rallies that his party decided to start as a response to the
events. The statements declared during the rallies held
in large cities of Turkey with the participation of
hundreds of thousands of people were more like
political messages for party members rather than aiming
to solve the problem50,51.
Throughout the crisis management period, a proper
communication with the public could not be established
and the right messages were not given at the right time.
The Mayor of Istanbul who was the local administrator
for the location that the events took place in did not
make any declarations for the first four days45. This
caused the intensity of the events to increase. The
President got together with non-governmental
organizations which could be thought of as one of the
parties of the Gezi Park events on 12 June 2013 that is
15 days after the start of the events. The most important
messages that came out of that meeting were the
decisions to postpone the barracks project planned for
Gezi Park until the ongoing court gave an order and to
consult public opinion even if the court favored the
project. These messages that were for the most part
accepted among the public were late in timing.
Identifying the protesters as marginal along with
definitions of political identity resulted in making crisis
management more difficult instead of solving the
problem52. Studies carried out by survey companies
during the events indicated that the vast majority of the
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protesters did not have any political identity. The study
carried out by KONDA Survey Company during the
events put forth that about 80 % of the protesters were
not members of any association or party and that the
Gezi Park protests were their first protest for 45 % of
the protesters53. Especially the messages that had to be
given by the administration during the first days of the
protests should have been aimed to secure
environmental protection approaches and to solve
representation problem instead of being of political
content.
In addition to the problem areas in crisis
communication, the fact that the vast majority of visual
media did not broadcast any of the events during the
first days of the events was thought of as autocensorship and thus caused public response. This silence
in visual media resulted in an increased use of social
media. The study carried out by KONDA during the
events put forth that about 80 % of the participants
followed news related with the events in social media
and the internet53. From time to time the unreal and
exaggerated posts in social media caused various
speculations to occur and most of the time made crisis
management more difficult54,55. The administration had
to be more transparent during crisis management and
should have strived to share real information with the
public in a systematic manner in order to prevent
speculations.
Various media institutions were also targeted by the
protesters during the events. Protests were made in front
of the buildings of some of the largest media
institutions56. In Turkey, there is a serious mistrust in
the public regarding the media broadcasts made
especially for the environment. Undoubtedly, the Gezi
Park events should have had negative impact on media
trust. When this is evaluated for future crisis events
from the perspective of crisis management, it might
have a negative impact on the efficient use of media
which is an important means of acquiring information
during crisis management13.
Another topic of discussion in crisis management was
the occasional use of disproportionate force on the
protesters. The use of disproportionate force can along
with the problems in crisis communication be shown to
be one of the two factors that deepened the crisis and
made it difficult to manage57,58,59. Even though the
protests started as an environment protection protest, the
study carried out by KONDA during the events puts
forth that only 15 % of the protesters have explained
their participation with reasons related to the
environment whereas about % 50
showed the
disproportionate use of force by the police as the main
reason. The occasional disproportionate force used by
the police went out of control with the effect of groups

inclined to use violence and quickly transformed into
rallies against the government53.
Whereas the reason for the crisis was accepted by a
section of the country as a representation problem, the
lessons that the administration learned from this crisis
are open to discussion. First, there is a widespread
opinion among the administration that the events started
with the support of outside forces to pave the way to a
coup60,61. Even if these opinions are completely true,
when events are evaluated from a risk management
perspective, the government first had to strengthen their
own weak spots. The attitude of the government
following the events unfortunately shows that the
problem of representation has not been clearly
understood. The only non-governmental organization
that embraced the civil opposition since the beginning
of the events, the “Taksim Solidarity Platform” was
evaluated as an illegal organization in the summary of
proceedings prepared by the Istanbul Directorate of
Security62. The members and administrators of the
association were taken into custody63. The authorities of
the “Union of Chambers of Turkish Architects and
Engineers” which is one of Turkey’s largest trade
bodies that supported the events since the beginning that
would allow participation in decision making processes
were taken away with a proposal in the assembly and its
financial power was decreased by taking away its
income. This was evaluated by a section of the
community as response to the Gezi Park events64.
The most important suggestion regarding the solution
of the representation problem following the crisis was
made by the Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality Mayor.
It was stated in the suggestion that public opinion was
going to be taken for all projects to be carried out by the
municipality. However, according to the current laws
this can only cover consulting the public and would
definitely not be sufficient to ensure the efficient
participation of the public in decision making processes.
Serious reforms should be made in legal regulations and
corporate structuring in order to solve the representation
problem. In addition, the acceptance of standards that
have been shaped in the international arena which might
aid in the solution of the representation problem in
environmental problems should be discussed more
seriously.
It is widely accepted by the vast majority of the
public that the inability to establish the right
communication and the use of disproportionate force are
two of the most important factors that deepened the
crisis and made it unmanageable44,65. However, these
problem areas in crisis management have not been
clearly accepted by the government after the crisis.
Especially among the government members, there are
those who see excessive force as unnecessary and think
that it makes a big thing out of such events along with
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those that state just the opposite66,67. Suggestions related
to the solution of problems in crisis management are
developed specific to Gezi Park events; for instance the
suggestions for the solution of the chronic
communication problem in crisis management are not
even mentioned68. Turkey crisis management should
discuss the lessons taken from this event more seriously
and carry out studies to find permanent solutions to the
problem areas in order to put an end to the after effects
of the Gezi Park crisis and to ensure that similar
mistakes are not made again during the possible events
that might occur in the future.
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5. Conclusion
Gezi Park events started as an ecologic civil
opposition movement against a decision taken by the
government but has propagated to the whole country as
a rights and freedom movement since it was not
perceived and managed properly by the administration.
The main reason for the events is the representation
problem arising due to lack of participation of the public
in decision making processes. Whereas the inability to
establish proper communication with the protesters and
the disproportionate force used on the protesters during
the first days of the events have transformed the events
into a crisis. The coupling of the violence of violence
inducing groups that mixed in with the protesters along
with the use of disproportionate force has resulted in
transforming the events into an uncontrollable crisis.
The Gezi Park events showed that the social events can
turn into major crises if they are not managed properly.
Turkey should solve this representation problem in
order to avoid experiencing the same crises again. The
existing problems in crisis management should be
evaluated by taking into account the Gezi Park Crisis
example. Permanent solutions should be developed for
problem areas such as prevention of crises with
proactive approaches and crisis communication.
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